
Part three 

Universe view 

and 

Future  societies 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

MEP ’S ( Creator’s) 

Or 

The main Essence and Property’s 

Natural Scientific (NS) 

“Guiding” leadership in 

MFPS “ Matter Feeling Property” 

Societies and 

NS  “ Absolute determining “ leadership in 

MFPP “ Matter Feeling Property” 

                  Physics 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



 

 MEP in this study 

         MEP = Main Essence  and Property = Creator 

 (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 

For making the MEP  easier  for understanding, 

study begins with human innovations in which 

A. Essence 

Every human innovation, has different constructional  

non physical intellectual dimensions. Among others 

( WVLMSFTA) etc. or will, value, law, 

mathematics, structure, function, technology, aim 

etc.  by which 

innovated thing is constructed and 

B. Properties  

           or intellectual application thoughts by which  

           different  innovated things have their different 

           functions. 

C. Innovation Essence and properties 

 These Essence and property  by which , 



Innovated things are innovated and have different 

functions , are not 

intellectual essence and properties, in innovator’s 

brain 

Which are the main essence and properties, 

They are a copy of the innovator’s thoughts in 

essence  and properties of – innovated things. 

Because after innovation, essence and properties in 

the brain of the innovator, has not disappeared, they 

remain in the  brain of the innovator as the main 

form. 

D. Creation’s Essence and properties in which 

/ Every natural being has its, her, his own  

intellectual 

Constructional thoughts as Essence and 

Functional thoughts as properties. 

These natural beings essences and properties 

         are a copy of  the MEP who is  

        the Main Essence and property. 

                     (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))) 



 

 

 

 

 

                                 

       

(((((((())))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))  

Thought – Matter  

  

Materialization of the Thought -   

              Though- tization of the  Matter or             

Converting non-physical thought to matter -and Con-

verting physical matter to non physical thought  

                  and their co-relation 

 

                     (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

I.  Nothing point – Something point 

 

Based on this point that, 

the physical universe, including the human ( before 

her or his thinking and awareness properties start to 

function) are existing and functioning, but they are 



not aware of their own existence. Their existence and 

function is an undeniable proof for the existence of a 

       / non-physical 

       / not created 

       / before the physical universe, existed Being 

who is the Constructor and Function Giver to the un-

aware universe, Who 

is the MEP , the Main Essence (WVLMSFTA etc.) 

and Property of the universe. 

 

                      (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

    II.     Matter and Non-Matter WVLMSFTA etc. 

                        related to TAVDA 

 

Matter, essence and the whole universe related to 

TAVDA, The thinking, awareness, volition, decid-

ing, acting properties 

Neither matter 

nor the essence of the universe has TAVDA and 

Thereby, they are not aware of their own existence, 

hereby, 

           They can never be any decider, creator, de-

veloper ( DCDer )and play a “ deciding role”. Both 

of them are two means for the MEP in the construc-

tion of the universe. 

                     (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))))     



III..      Time's Logic and its Development 

  

Past – present – future 

 

 

One of the dimensions of time is its division 

 into : past – present - future 

In this Logic 

Always the present is the future of the past 

And the future is the coming present this means that,  

The present societies are 

Neither past, Nor future societies. 

 

This development will continue until the human en-

ters into 

the post-democratic herself and himself chosen 

non-physical essence and property society 

                           without 

any man-made or innovated things, neither physi-

cal nor intellectual means. 

in which 

there will not be any matter-related time. 

 

                     (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

IV.     Five different empirical realities 

 

 

1.   False empirical reality 

     

      Based on this point that, 



   

    A,  human body and the whole universe are 

      natural scientific beings with natural scientific 

           WVLMSFTA etc. and 

    B.. Man made WVLMSFTA etc. are not natural  

          Scientific, 

/ All man made  

     non physical innovations WVLMSFTA etc. and 

    

/ All man made  

         physical innovations, are 

 false innovations with false empirical 

                      realities. 

2.  The actual empirical reality or   

      development dynamic, 

This “development dynamic” is “ actual reality” 

which changes all man-made unnatural innovations 

and replaces      them   with natural ones. 

 

3.  The relative empirical reality, 

       This is the reality that the human 

         / understands from the human body, nature and  

           the universe or 

          / he or she innovates and makes herself or 

himself like all human and natural innovations, what 

  we see in our societies and in the world today etc. 

 

4.  The natural scientific physical empirical reality, 

This is the part of the MER which has materialized 

or 

      has been given the physical body by the MEP      

thought, the MEP’s Materialization Property. 



      This has existed before the human birth as well. 

     

 

5.    The MER or the Main Empirical Reality, 

       Related to the MER, this non-physical empiri-

cal reality, 

    it was existing before both the human and the Uni-

verse   were created. 

Ex. is again among others 

/ existing universe, 

/ functioning universe 

           But 

 / unaware universe. 

 

                             

(((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

 

V. The “Main “ Natural sciences and 

The “ Main”  natural scientific 

studies 

 

The whole universe including particles, are created 

a. Without any human help and 

b. Without any man made innovated means

  

 thereby 

  

   So long studies, are not  

      / without man made WVLMSFTA etc. and 

      / without man made means, they  



 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 ( here aim of two “ without”  is not 

      Without human engagement, 

 It is rather, 

  Without human interference, in  

      “ natural scientific function  

       of the natural beings by        

/ man made ( WVLMSFTA etc. and 

/ man made means among others 

   Like Double - slit experiment, 

   CERN studies  

  Otherwise, human being take part in 

  Searches and studies). 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 are not “ Main”  natural scientific studies, 

       They are  

           1.. “ Human understood” natural sciences and 

                   because of human intellectual relativity, 

           2.. They are relative views. 

 

                     (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

 

/ Testability and  Practicability  

 

Is existing, functioning universe which 

Is not created and is not function by 

Any human being and by any man  

made means. 



 

 

 

 

Three evaluation points 

 

     Unimaginability 

          Living behind present man made societies and   

         Thinking, talking, looking, acting, living 

Natural scientifically, without any man made    in-

tellectual and physical WVLMSFTA etc. 

 ss unimaginable but 

  Undeniability  

           This is undeniable that man made intellec-

tual and physical WVLMSFTA etc. are not natural 

scientific and result of this un – natural  

scientifically is all human intellectual, physical, so-

cial, environmental etc. diseases and problems. 

 

    The only way 

        Based on undeniability , the only way is 

        he main natural scientific WVLMSFTA etc. 

 

   

      (((((((((())))))))))))))))(((((((((((((())))))))))))))) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter Four       

 

Thought – Matter 

 

        Materialization of the thought  and 

        Thought - ization of the Matter Or 

Converting non-physical thought to matter  and 

Converting physical matter to thought and 

                    their Co -Relation 

                             

(((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

Intellectual Relativity 

of everybody and the whole humanity together 

                                  and 

based on this relativity, every view is relative and 

              thereby can be up to 100 % wrong. 

Views mentioned in this book is not any exception 

            namely can be up to 100 % wrong. 

                      

(((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

4 . A    Thought – Matter 

4.  B     Related to quantum physics 

4.  C    From denying the Absolute to Evolution     

 

 

 

 



 

Again  Repeating terms like matter, non- matter, 

physical , non - physical, natural scientific etc. 

is because of the empirical reality ( related to matter 

and non-matter ) in which we are  

living in the four dimensional reality,  namely 

A.       Matter, 

B.       Non- matter, 

C.       Man-made and 

D.       Natural Scientific, 

thereby, 

the dimensions of terms and sentences should be 

emphasized for bringing in and keeping people in 

this 

four dimensional empirical reality. 

 

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Other Points before 

 

                 Innovation and Creation 

 

A.  Glassblower and innovating a Glass  

 

Like in the case a  Glassblower and innovation of a 

glass 

 

Glassblower non physical Will, wants make a glass  

        for drinking water     =  W 

Glass has a non physical“value“ therefore it is  

          wanted,                     = V    

Glass has non physical laws, are used in making the 

 glass              =  L     

Glass its non physical mathematics which are used in  

            size of the glass    =  M 

Glass has its non physical structure, materialized in 

          Physical structure      = S                          

Glass has its non physical function, physicalized in  

          Its physical function  =  F 

Glass has its non physical, glass blowing technology 

          in its production        =  T 

Glass has its non physical production aim                     

          Materialized in using it in practice. 

=  A. 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 



 

Different sections in making the glass    

 

I. All of these WVLMSFTA as soft 

ware are non physical thoughts, By 

using them the glass - blower 

Converts and gives form to them 

 in physical glass, for drinking water. 

 

II. Glass- blower properties or applica-

tions ( born with everybody) by using 

among others, innovation and 

TAVDA property, leads the whole 

converting process. 

  

III. Physical glass as “ matter” is used for 

making this water drinking glass.  

Thereby, 

             the physical Glass is constructed with, 

             / Non physical essence (WVLMSFTA etc. or  

                  soft ware and 

/ Non physical properties of the innovator 

                  Like “ innovation”  property and 

          through 

  / the  non physical personality of the innovator 

    by using, 

               / own physical body, 

               / essence or soft ware of glass, 

              // own properties or applications. 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 



  Now we come back to the Matter and the whole   

universe. like the case of innovation  

The matter and the whole universe is  

 / constructed, 

 / given function and 

 / leads by MEP or the Creator. 

In other words, 

The physical matter and universe construction,  

are prove for 

/ materialized or converted form of the non   

physical essence of  atom and universe. 

/ Their different functions are  proves for ex-

istence of  different non physical properties, 

like the  (TAVDA etc.)  

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

Like the case of innovation in which,    

construction of 

the glass ( and all innovated means) was a 

prove for existence of an innovator  or con-

structor, 

construction of the universe is an 

undeniable  prove for existence of  

             a non physical Creator, Namely, 

      MEP  

    or  Main Essence and Property of the universe. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

Because, the universe is not even aware about its 



own existence. this unawareness is again an undenia-

ble, prove for existence of the Creator. 

         The cause that, essence and property are used 

in singular form in the case of MEP 

     , is this point that, the whole universe is one uni-

verse, Even in case of different universes, all of them 

together are one universe. 

               ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

B..   Matter and Energy themselves 

(because of not having any TAVDA 

and DCD properties) never has been 

the cause of any change in the universe. 

 

 C.     Can any non-physical being, as Creator 

 

           affect in the physical matter  

                 ( from outside the matter ) and play any 

           role in the creation of the physical universe ? 

The answer of the many researchers  is “ NO”. 

but in this study,  answer is “ Yes” among others in 

following cases 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

Related to : / Non physical affecting 

                   / from outside the matter 

                   / in the matter and 

          Making aimed physical changes 

 

    A.      Non physical “ affecting property “ and 

                  its affecting in  human physical brain 

 



    Affecting Process  
    Non physical personality of every individual, by 

 
1.Using non material “ thinking “ property thinks 

    to do something, ex. talking. by 

2. by Using non material decision making Makes a  

     decision   ex. talking . by 

3.  Using non material “ affecting property,  

4.  brain affects in non material talking property or  

     application of the brain which  

5.  Affects in physical organ of talking and  

      there after 

6.  non physical personality’s , talks physically . 

Thereby, physical talking is  

           result of  5 non physical acts.  

  
     (((((((((((((()))))))))))))))(((((((((((((())))))))))))) 

 

B. Every natural creature, for example, the 

 human being and his or her  brain is, con-

structed with 

     1.  non-physical WVLMSFTA etc. thoughts and 

          mechanical functions which have 

           different properties like talking, deciding etc. 

 

At the same time, 

      2. neither, the essence or software  

        nor Properties or  applications are aware of   

their   existence. 

Like a computer, 



with unaware software ( essence ) and unaware prop-

erties or applications , which has a human program 

writer , 

 

in the same way, the existence of unaware essence 

and properties of the brain is an undeniable proof of 

the existence of their program writer, namely 

the absolute DCDer or the MEP, 

    which means  not only,  the universe, is con-

structed by   non-physical essence 

      even the universe is led by a Non-Physical MEP. 

 

      C.   All human activities, 

are the results of people’s non-physical thoughts on                   

different subjects like, study and research, 

different jobs, sporting etc. 

every act starts with, a“ thought about a non physi-

cal thought” related to the aimed act. 

 ( except in the case of people with intellectual prob-

lems.) 

 

D. Human innovations are material - izations 

of thoughts in the  related innovated means. for 

example, the innovation of the car, mobile, etc.in 

which 

/ the Physical Car is the materialized form of 

         the non-physical  “ thought” of the car. 

 

  / the Physical Mobile is the materialized form of 

    the non-physical “ thought “ of the mobile etc. 

 

        E. Creatures in the Creation 



As it has been developed, the whole 

universe ( including the human before 

her or his  “awareness” property (appli-

cation ) starts to function ) are unaware 

of their own existence.  

every creature is the materialized or 

converted form of its, her, his, non-

physical essence (WVLMSFTA etc.) 

which is and are creational thoughts. 

 Ultimately 

            the DCDer ( Decider, Creator, Developer ) of  

 

             the whole universe.( it, she, he )  

                 is 

 the non-physical MEP ( Main Es-

sence and Property )or 

           the Absolute Thought of the whole universe 

 / which is 100 % of all natural scientific laws  

        of physics, chemistry, biology, etc.. 

/ by which the universe, is constructed and  

   functions. 

  ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.. 

 

Testability and Practicability of these views, 
                      is again 

              Existing, Functioning but 

                       unaware universe . 

  

Falsification of the view, 
       Proving that the universe does not exists, 

       The point which is not possible, 
     Because the falsifier who want prove that 



        The universe does not exists, 

        First falsifier of her or his falsifying view  

 Is his or her own “ existence” 

 Which proves that, 

          In the same way that, 
 Without any doubt , falsifier is existing, 

          In the same way  

 The universe is existing.  

 

                     (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

4. A               Thought – Matter  

 

Materialization of the Thought 

(converting non-physical thought to physical matter 

)and 

Thought - ization of the Matter 

  

( converting physical matter to non-physical 

thought). 

 

The consisting parts of the Universe 

related to matter and non-matter 

4.A.1      What does the Universe consist of ? 

Related to Non-Matter and Matter 

4.A.2      What is thought 

4.A.3      What is the Matter ?  

4.A.4      Gravity, 

 Contrasted Gravity   

4.A.5      MFPP or Matter Feeling Property  

                                 physics 

4.A.6      The Material - ization of Thought and   

Thought - ization of the Matter 

4.A.7      How does the universe exist and function 

but is not aware of its own existence ? 



 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

4. A  Thought – Matter    

 

Material - ization of the Thought 

(converting non-physical thought to physical 

 matter )and 

 

                Thought - ization of the Matter

   

( converting physical matter to non-physical 

thought). 

 

The consisting parts of the Universe 

related to matter and non-matter 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

4.A.1      What does the Universe consist of ? 

Related to Non-Matter and Matter 

As it has been shown ( related to the matter and non 

–matter) in the following picture consisting parts of 

the human body and the Universe are, 

 

1. The Non-Physical MEP or the Main Essence 

and Property or the 



Creator who is the absolute natural science of 

the universe. 

2. The Non-physical essence WVLMSFTA etc. or 

software of the creatures and the universe by 

which all natural creatures are constructed 

3. The Non-Physical properties (applications ) by 



which 

natural creatures have their different functions. 

4. The Physical Universe , etc. ( etc. is for beings 

which are existing and human is not aware of 

them ) 

thereby, the views like 

these views that at the last hand, the 

universe consists of only matter  or 

only energy, are not right. 

 

)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( 

  

 

4.A.2  What is thought 

In this study 

                      Every non-physical concept, 

                      Every non-physical view, 

                      Every understanding etc. 

about something is non-matter, thereby thought, 

like the different dimensions of the WVLMSFTA 

etc. 

Thought has not any physical body, 

In the case of the human as a DCDer, 

Thoughts become materialized, in dif-

ferent physical  activities and in differ-

ent innovations and thereby, 

thoughts get their physical place by togetherness 

with 

different acts or different, innovations.for example, 

the idea of “ clothing yourself” or innovating a Mo-

bile, 



before these happening are only thought, 

they are not the physical part of the brain, but, 

by clothing yourself and innovating the Mobile, 

the thought of wearing cloth, 

takes place in your body and 

the thought of “ innovating” a mobile, 

takes place in a physically innovated mobile. 

In the case of the MEP as the DCDer of the uni-

verse, 

the whole universe is a materialized form of the 

MEP as the absolute thought. The MEP as a non-

physical being has no physical place, but by the 

property of the materialization of thoughts, the MEP 

gives a physical body to the thought in the universe 

but, at the same time, 

is with the natural creatures, with togetherness, with 

“materialized thoughts “ in the form of different 

creatures.. 

What is Absolute thought ? 

The Absolute thought or intellect of the universe in 

this study 

 100 % of all natural sciences, by which 

 The universe is constructed and func-

tions. 

Because of being 100 % is absolute. . 



 
((non-physical thought)-correction in the picture) 



 

The lines from A to B have not ended in circles, 

this means that there are unknown universes. 

 

Number 1 , As point “ A” or  the Absolute 

thought or MEP is 

 

The Main NS Essence and Property, or  software and 

the  applications of the whole existing universe. 

1. the Absolute Thought of the universe in zoom - in 

      position. 

2. yet unknown pre-quark , material beings.  

3.atom  

4.first living cell 

5.insects 

6.birds 

7.animals, 

8.the human being 

9.endless (for the human being ) but one Creation 

thought of all other existing planets, universes etc. 

beyond the earth. 

 

The Absolute Thought or thought of all universes, 

has no physical place, even in a zero point level 

but 

 

by physicalizing and giving the physical body to the 

thoughts, 

they become all existing physical universes in which 

is the MEP or Main Essence and Property, 

who leads all universes 



( except with the thinking-brain-having creatures’ ac-

tivities ) 

As the MER or Main Empirical Reality, 

this shows that man-made empirical realities are 

right or wrong, 

all human intellectual, physical, social diseases and 

problems and damages in the nature, they are the 

signs of this point that, humanity is not going the 

MER'S or 

the Main Empirical Reality’s way. 

She or he is on wrong way. 

  

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

The testability and practicability of 

  this view is the undeniable. 

Existing NS Universe and 

its non-physical essence and property. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

4.A.3   What is the Matter ?    

 

Everything, touchable by five senses, even with 

microscope, telescope etc. 

 

Including wave, particle, heat, light, not discov-

ered 

beings, down to zero – matter level. Are material 



or physical, made of matter.  

 

In this study, 

Everything with a physical body, is “ matter” and 

material. this begins from, 

1. The Pre Zero level, in which, there is only  

  the  “ Absolute Thought” 

2. The Zero level in this level , there is only “ 

thought “ of the  “physical creation” 

3. The Post-Zero level in this level the Creatures,  

from not discovered pre quark beings  

to particles, atoms, cells and the whole universe are 

physical beings. 

In this study, 

without any doubt, there are non-physical beings but 

the human can’t see or touch them by the existing 

means like microscopes. 

The non-physical thought or essence ( WVLMSFTA 

etc.) of every 

natural being gets a material body 

through the MEP’s “ materializing thought property 

to matter 



or converting thought to matter, property or appli-

cation. 

 

The atom and generally matter, because of, 

not having, among others ,TAVDA ( Think-

ing, Awareness,   Volition, Deciding and Act-

ing ) properties, Or being TAVDA 

again Not only do not play any DCDer role in their activ-

ities, 

they are even unaware of their own existence, 

At the last hand, the physical universe consists of 

1 The non-physical essence, 

2.non physical properties or applications 

of the creatures and 

3.     The physical or material body of the crea-

tures. 

4. MEP as the Main Essence and Property of the uni-

verse. 

In other words  

         Essence and properties of the creatures are 

  /   A copy of this MEP and  

/ their Physicalized forms are 

A converted copy form of their non physical 



thoughts. 

4.A.4  Gravity 

 

  

Among others, It is said that, gravity is  

 

1. An attractive force, which attracts two objects 

 to   each other. 

2. Everything which has mass, has this force, 

3. The more massive an object is, the stronger 

     its gravitational force is 

4.  The earth gravity is what keeps people on the 

earth. 

Source : Internet 

 

Based on the mentioned points, specially the third 

one that 

 The more massive an object is, the stronger its 

gravitational force is. 

A.  Inside distance and outside distance 

     There are both inner distance between 

 Particles of an atom and outer distance between at-

oms etc.. 

Based on this point that, 

The earth is the absolute most massive being in the 

earth area, 



its gravity and attraction power should be highest in 

this area. 

B.  Comparing different creature’s gravity power 

Almost the mass of a particles of an 

atom, a cell, a plant, an insect, a bird an 

animal, a human and all of them to-

gether are not comparable with the 

mass of the earth. 

Now 

if the gravity attraction of the earth’s is so strong, 

     a. In the case of the particle and the atom 

any physical separation between particles of atoms 

and 

between atoms would not be possible and as a re-

sults, 

there should not exist any particle or atom. Because 

The gravity attraction of the earth, 

would not give any chance to particles and atoms 

for separating themselves from the earth and 

acting with atom and atoms with other atoms.  

 

           b. Cells 

It is the same with insects, with 

plants, birds, animals and the human in which 

the gravity of the earth specially. 

The more massive an object is, the 



stronger its gravitational force is.  

/ would not allow any particle to be 

created and combine itself with other 

particles for creating an atom, 

/ would not allow any plant to grow 

/  would not allow a cell to be created or different or-

gans / would not allow 

any living insect to be born, nor any 

bird, animal and human and thereby 

/ there could not exists any of the existing creatures 

and 

as a result 

the whole earth and beings in its inside, surface 

and above 

would be only one big mountain without any, par-

ticle, 

without any cell, 

without any plant, insect, bird, animal, human be-

ing etc. 

((((((((((()))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))  

 

But in the practice of the universe, 

I.  In the inorganic universe 

Particles have appearance, movement, 

and are building atoms and bigger be-

ings despite the existence of huge and 

massive earth gravity. this movement 



of the particles and atoms with almost 

zero mass  compared with the earth’s 

almost unaccountable mass, 

is nothing less than this point that  

 there is not any gravity.. 

II.   The plants universe 

a. The plants’ upwards growth from the sur-

face of 

              the earth and their roots’ 

b.  downwards growth inside the earth is noth-

ing less than this point that 

there is not any gravity. 

III.   Birds, animals, the human being. 

        Birds , animals and human existence and move-

ment 

in the air and on the earth, is nothing less this point 

      that there is not any gravity. 

     Sum : 

all movements inside, on the surface 

and above the earth, 

are sign of this point that there is not 

any Gravity, 

Because if we take, among others, 

this law of the gravity that, 

The more massive an object is, the stronger its 

gravitational force is, 



This huge “ Massive Attraction“ would not 

give any moving chance to beings “ lighter “ 

than itself. 

(((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((())))))))))))))) 

 

IV.    Apple and apple tree 

1.   An apple 

2.  The tree’s body, from the surface of 

              the earth   upwards 

3. The roots of the tree, from the surface of 

 the earth, downwards 

(((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))

)))) 

 

1. An apple 

If we take the apple’s fall as a Gravity function, 

2.  The upwards growth of the tree 

Despite the tree is on the earth and de-

spite the earth has the  highest gravity 

power, 

the growth of the tree upwards means ,neutralization 

of the earth’s  gravity ( if it is existing ).   

Now, if we relate this neutralization to the Mass of 

the tree and the earth, 

We can say in this case that there is not any gravity 

force because, 



If there was any gravity force, 

the tree could not grow upwards. 

It is the same in the opposite movement, namely 

the movement of the roots of the tree, inside the 

earth downwards, 

this downwards movement like the upwards move-

ment, 

proves that there is not any force called “ gravity 

again because, 

if there was any gravity force, 

this force would not give any chance to the “ root” 

firstly being created and secondly moving down-

wards. 

If we accept the existence of gravity, 

the creation of the tree and its movement 

downwards inside the earth and its move-

ment upwards above the earth, means 

that, either there is not any gravity, 

or the gravity of the earth is weaker than the 

 growth power 

of the tree upwards and downwards. 

Based 

on this point that the size of tree is not comparable 

 with the size of the earth in largeness, 

we can’t say that the gravity of the earth is weaker 

than 



the “ growth power “ of the tree. 

Thereby 

The result is this point that 

There is not any gravity. 

(((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))((((((((((((((((())))))))))) 

     

Another ex. 

The flight of a Butterfly and a Swallow, 

The physical largeness of a Butterfly 

and a Swallow is not comparable,  

  when they fly, this means that they neutralize the 

gravity attraction of the earth ( if there is any gravity 

). 

But an undeniable point in this example is this point 

that, 

the view of, 

The more massive an object is, the stronger its 

force is. 

is nothing less than being wrong. 

 

  

))))))))))))(((((((((((((())))))))))))((((((((((((((( 

 

 

 



      Contrasted gravity 

      One more point related gravity 

The Earth and the Oceans, people and all other crea-

tures above the earth 

  

                  The earth and the gravity 

 
For making this point more understandable, you 
can imagine a ball which is round and circular and 



moves from the top of the North Pole, to the mid-
dle Equator and to the lowest point as the South 
Pole. Like picture above .  
If the earth is round and circular, 
In the Northern half part of the Earth namely, 
from the North Pole to the Equator, 

/  People are on the surface of the earth         

with   the   Earth under their feet.  

    But from the Equator to the South Pole, 
            /  people are above the surface, 
            they don’t have the Earth under their feet 
            for keeping them on the Earth, 

            The Earth is above the soles of their 

feet, 
    this is a condition for 
 
 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 
            falling down, or case of 
  “ contrasted gravity” not towards the earth, ra-
ther, 
for falling down,  for going away from the 
earth. 
  
 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
  
Two questions here, 
1.     if there is not any gravity, how can the human 
remain on the  Earth, despite, not having the 



Earth under his or her feet in  the southern part? 
and 
 

2.      in daily life, the  human feels herself and him-
self on the Earth both in the Northern part and 
in the Southern part. 

 If the earth is circular like a ball, 
people should not have the same feeling in 
both 
the Northern part and  in the Southern parts 
because as mentioned before, 
 
/  people have the Earth under their feet in 
the Northern part and 
/ the earth  above the soles of their feet in 
the Southern part. 
 

   ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))) 

 

This negation of Gravity is the beginning for many 

other questions. And answers 

For example, 

First two answers to this questions are, 

1. Perhaps, the earth is not like a ball , be-

cause, people all around 

the world, ( in north pole, equator, south pole, 

east and west etc.,) 

Find themselves on the earth, they move, live etc. on 

the earth. 

2.   If there is not any gravity and if the earth is like a 



ball, 

It should be other laws which keep  

the water and fishes of oceans inside the oceans  , 

people 

         and other creatures on the earth 

in the southern “ half part”. 

Sum , gravity 

According to this study, 

 Neither, the sun, nor the earth has 

TAVDA and thereby, what happens by them, they 

are not aware about them thereby, 

1. Creature are constructed by their 

(WVLMSFTA etc.) and 

2. They function by properties given 

them and 

3. It is MEP who 

As constructor and function giver,  

leads activities of the Universe.  

        ( except TAVDA having creatures’ activities,  

                        like human).    

  

 

((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))) 

  

 

 



 

4.A.5      MFPP or  

                      “ Matter Feeling Property” physics 

 

       As it has been mentioned, 

related to TAVDA, the creatures are two groups, 

A.  The creatures with TAVDA who can think,  

       decide and act. 

B. The creatures without TAVDA which can’t think,  

     can’t decide and can’t act. 

 

I. The existential cause of the matter is the MFP , 

Matter Feeling Property 

Related to the matter and non-matter. 

 

The start point for the 

materialization of thought or giving the physical 

body to the thought. 

A. in the natural scientific empirical reality 

is the MEP who by the materialisation property or    

application, gives the physical body to the “ non-

physical thought “ or idea, and, 

B. in the case of the human being, 

by the MFP, the Matter Feeling Property or applica-

tion, 

the human feels non-physical “ 

thought”  in a  physicalized form. 

 

How ? 
In the same way that 

the human by the seeing property can see 

by the hearing property, can hear, 



by the thinking property can think, 

In the same way 

 human, by the MFP, the   Matter Feeling  Property 

(application ), can feel the non-physical essence of 

the natural creatures  

in their physical forms. For example, 

the non-material essence of the atom, cell, sun, etc.as 

their non-physical thought or software , 

gets a physical body 

by the MFP and becomes, 

the physical “ matter” the  physical cell, the physical 

sun etc. 

for the human being. 

 

 

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

Without this MFP, the atom, cell, human, and  

universe, 

Would exist only in the form of WVLMSFTA etc. 

and the properties of them or their thoughts. 

 

  

      

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

II  MFP mechanics, in the MFP physics, 

   For being any kind of DCDer  

              ( Decider, Creator, Developer ) 



The being should have TAVDA etc. or 

thinking, awareness, volition, deciding, acting 

                        properties   

In this relationship, the natural creatures are two 

groups, 

1. Creatures with TAVDA, 

This group, can think, decide and act, 

This group can be DCDer in their “creation given” 

level. 

2.  Creatures without TAVDA 

this group, can’t think, can’t decide, can’t act, 

thereby they are not   any DCDer in the con-

struction and function of the universe. 

Even the human at the birth time is not aware of 

her and his existence. thereby, 

In the construction and function of the natural uni-

verse, 

Neither the physical universe, 

Nor the non-physical, essence and property  

universes 

Not even, the human has played any DCDer role, 



all of them are different means for the MEP in 

 presenting ( its, her, his)  own ideas, thoughts, views 

to other brain-having creatures like the human. 

The functional mechanic of the MFP physics  

                          universe, 

 

1. Deterministic 

  Creatures without TAVDA etc. their function is 

“deterministic “ they don’t play any DCD er role in 

creation 

2. Self-choosing Creature with TAVDA etc. like 

   The  human   being, they have TAVDA etc.  

properties. they have the freedom of using TAVDA 

etc. properties as humanity has done in human his-

tory thereby, the human universe    in the creation, is 

self-choosing. 

But this self-choosing, can be in two main ways, 

A. Choosing the human’s own man-made 

      WVLMSFTA etc. and establishing the 

        man-made world and universe or 

B. Trying, to know the natural WVLMSFTA etc. and 



      thereby not having any conflict with, 

             / his or her own body, 

            / other people, 

            / other creatures. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

4.A.6        The Material - ization of Thought  

                                           and  

               Thought - ization of the Matter 

                                        In 

                                 MFPP  

                Matter Feeling Property Physics 

 

 

The materialization of thought in this study means, 

converting any thought or non-matter to matter and 

Thought- ization of the matter means 

converting anything physical to non-physical 

thought. 

 

Materialization in Nature 

In the MER or the Main Empirical Reality, there ex-

ists only 

the non-material essence WVLMSFTA etc. and 

properties of the universe. 

 

In the Natural Scientific Empirical Reality which is 



a copy of the Main Empirical Reality, the MEP ma-

terialized or given physical body relates to its own 

ideas in the form of different creatures 

through the MEP’S “ materialization property” 

for making the NS content of every creature, 

both intellectually and physically more touchable 

for the human being. 

 

How does this materialization happen?  
 

An example :    The conversation between two 

 Persons 

 

     The Talker and The Hearer 

 

Someone has the “thought “ of talking to  

another person. 

  

A..  She or he as talker 

 

/ materializes the “ non-physical “ content of the “ 

    thought” for example informing, the hearer about 

    her or his journey 

/ by using the materialisation property of the brain, 

/ through physicalizing of the idea or thought in the 

            physical voice.  

 

B.. He or she as hearer 

 

/ receives the “physical voice” and her or his brain 

( here should be emphasized that the brain functions 

with its own nonphysical essence or bio. Software 



and applications) 

/ converts the physical voice 

into the “ non-physical “ thought” or message 

as content of the voice, for example about a journey. 

/ by the “ thought- ization”  property of the brain. 

In this process, 

In the case of the speaker 

/  the “ non-physical”  thought or idea of the journey 

/ is materialized by the talker’s brain’s “  materializa-

tion property “ in the physical voice. 

In the case of the hearer 

/   the hearer has got the physicalized thought in 

the physical voice and then 

/   converts it 

by the “ thought- ization “ property, 

to the  non-physical message, namely 

the idea or thought of a journey. Again 

 

I. in the case of MEP or the Creator 

 

In the same way that, 

the MEP has written, 

         the materialization and thought- ization pro-

gram of the human brain, 

by which every individual, 

materializes his or her own non-physical thoughts 

in different activities, 

In the same way  

 The Creator, by using the same materializing  

property or application as the absolute materializer 

materializes immediately , 

every being is aimed. 



 
 

will of creating atom, cell, human being etc. 

      is = with immediate creation  

                    of them. 
This immediately is because of  

A. the MEP is absolute TAVDA & DCD 

B. materialization is by property 

 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

II. In the case of the human being 

 

In the same way that, 

by the seeing property or application, we can see, 

by, the hearing property, we can hear etc. 

In the same way, 

by the MFP, we can feel 

the non – material software of the creatures in the 

universe, in their physical forms. For example, 

the non-material essence of the atom, cell, sun, etc. 

as 

their non-physical thought and software 

first get the physical body by the Materialization 

property and 

second the human feels this materialized thing 

in the physical form by the MFP, 

 

)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( 

((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

 



4.A.7 How does the universe exist and 

function 

but is not aware of its own existence ? 

 

Like a computer 

For making this point intellectually and physically 

touchable, everybody can think of a " computer" . 

Despite all the activities of the computer 

1.     it is not aware of its existence and its activities, 

2.     it functions by " non – physical " software 

3.     the software is written 

by the human with 

" non – physical " properties like 

being alive, thinking, understanding, 

awareness, innovation, decision making etc. 

The functional software of the computer is 

a copy of the " software " in the program writer's 

brain 

as the main software. 

In the Creation, It is the same, 

The Universe is not aware of its own existence like 

the computer, the construction and function of the 

universe 

is by a copy of the Creator's thoughts 

as the Main Essence and Property. 

( there are different essences and properties in the 

Creation, the cause that essences and properties are 

used in singular form is that all existing creatures to-

gether are one universe 

therefore, they are mentioned in the Singular Form 

as 

the Main Essence and Property.) 



 

  

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

4. B        Related to quantum physics   

 

4.B. 1     Quantum as smallest part 

4.B.2              Basic points related to  

the quantum theory, physics, mechanics 

4. B.3    Universe related to  

    TAVDA & DCD 

4.B.4                uncertainty principle  

4.B.5               Irrelevance of  

   Uncertainty, probability, indeterminism 

        And  randomness to 

Physical function of the particles and 

 universe. 

  4. B.6                  Four forces 

 

   4.B.7    Different dimensions of the empirical  

                reality 

 

 Related to Matter – non matter 



    4. B.8       Researcher or observer  

    4.B. 9         Choosing way of research and study  

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

 

 

4. B.                Related to quantum reality 

 

          Natural scientific studies 

         The “Main “ Natural sciences and 

The “ Main”  natural scientific studies 

 

The whole universe including particles, are created 

a. Without any human help and 

b. Without any man made innovated means, 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

( here aim of two withouts is not 

Without human engagement, It is rather, human 

 interference, in “ natural scientific function” 

of the natural beings by 

/ man made ( WVLMSFTA etc.) will,  

    value, law, mathematics structure, function,  

     technology, aim etc.)and 

/ man made means among others like 

-- Double - slit experiment, in quantum mechanics 

--  CERN activities, 



-- researches in hospitals with man made 

intellectual and physical means. 

Otherwise, Every human being should  take part in 

Searches and studies for her and his 

general natural scientific development. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::  

 thereby 

  

   So long studies, are not  

            / without man made intellectual  

                            WVLMSFTA etc. and 

            / without man made innovated means,  

They are not “ Main natural scientific studies “  

 Like man made double slit experiment,  

 CERN activities etc. with different man made means    

Thereby, 

      Quantum reality which is “ made by “  

researcher is not  

           the”  main natural scientific reality “ and 

thereby, 

            natural scientifically is wrong reality. 

 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

1.  Related means used in experiment 

       /  Electron beam gun 

       / double slit 

       / interference pattern 



      / screen  etc. 

These means do not belong to the Main NS 

empirical    reality without any man made means. 

Thereby, the experiment is a man made so 

called  natural scientific experiment and thereby 

not main natural scientifically. 

2..  Related to wave – particle duality 

       and Probabilistic in quantum mechanics 

A.  In functional mechanic of every being for 

example, 

Wave, particle etc. they should have  

TAVDA properties for being any kind of 

DCDer,    but 

not only they don’t have any of mentioned        

properties for their functional mechanics, 

Even they are not at least  aware of their own 

existence 

B.   The DCDer in functional mechanics of  

                           the universe is 

         The Main and Absolute TAWDA etc. who is 



 Absolute DCDer in function of 

    Wave, particle and the whole universe ( except in 

man made activities like this double slit experiment ) 

Without any place for uncertainty, probability 

etc. 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Practicability, 

Existing, functioning but unaware universe 

about its own existence. 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Chapter 5 in the book is about  societies  

     /  without any man made  

           non physical WVLMSFTA etc. and 

     / without any man made innovated physical 

means. 

Chapter 6 in the book is about societies both  

 Without man mades and 

 Without human body’s and  

Without physical universe, 



Based on 

Non physical Essence or WVLMSFTA etc. 

 Of every natural being  

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

4.B. 1       Quantum as smallest part  

 

        In the same way that, 

 Once before, atom was thought as 

 The smallest part in the creation, 

            But later discovered, electron, neutron, 

             Proton and lately quark etc. 

          In the same way, 

Quarks and others are not smallest 

parts of the creation. 

                like the case of atom, 

Being smaller than quarks down to 

Zero matter ( thought of matter with-

out physical body) will be discovered. 

  

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

4.B.2                   Basic points related to  

   the quantum theory, physics, mechanics 

 

First point 

The “Main “ Natural sciences and 

     The “ Main”  natural scientific studies 

 



Again the whole universe including particles, are 

created 

a. Without any human help and 

b. Without any man made innovations 

means, 

Because, 

     The whole universe ( including human being) 

     Has been existed, even before human being   

Becomes aware of her or his own body’s and 

 Universe’s existence.  

As it has been mentioned in the points 

 Cuttings and connectings, 

There are endless activities inside human body and 

 the nature which are not done by 

                          human being or nature itself. 

Thereby 

           In the same way that 

Human body and nature have endless 

 cutting and connecting activities by 

taking away or adding new needed 

mean 

or  giving life or tacking life, 

         without any human help or 

                       without any man made means, 

            in the same way 

                human being can search and study and live 

 without any man made means.

  

 thereby  

   So long studies, are not  

        / without man made WVLMSFTA etc. and 

 / without man made means.



  

      Are not the “ Main”  natural scientific studies, 

    

these points are developed in chapters 3, 4, 5, 6. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

4. B.3    Universe related to  

    TAVDA & DCD 

 With any theoretical definition and physical 

experiment 

      /  wave -  particle,  

      /  uncertainty 

      / superposition etc.  

Neither theoretical part, 

Nor physical experimental parts of them 

Has TAVDA for having possibility of being  

Any kind of DCD er 

Or decider, creator, developer. 

Because of not having not having these 8 properties, 

Wave, particle, superposition, uncertainty, 



            randomness etc. 

Not only they don’t play any deciding and 

acting role in the micro or macro level of the 

universe, 

They are not even at least aware of their own 

existence in the universe.  

 But again at the last hand 

         Quantum WVLMSFTA etc. are not  

         natural scientific WVLMSFTA etc.  

because 

       starting points of quantum essence theory  

is based on man made  

randomness uncertainty, probability, superposition 

etc.  

points which are not natural scientific. 

    / The absolute and Main WVLMSFTA etc.  

   / who is the Main  TAVDA of the universe and 

   /  the Main DCD er or decider, creator, developer 

      Of the universe leads the universe 



/ without  any random, 

/ without any uncertainty, 

/ without any probability, 

/ without any superposition etc. 

Both in micro and macro levels, 

( except TAVDA having beings activities). 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

Practicability  

              of these views is 

         existing, functioning, but unaware universe. 

Falsification 

    Falsifiers should prove that 

   The universe “ will “ not function 

    / without human help and 

   / without man made WVLMSFTA etc. 

Not only this falsification is impossible  



Even human paralyzed life in 2020 is an undeniable 

proof for 

Falseness and not being natural scientific of the  

 man made WVLMSFTA etc. based on randomness, 

uncertainty, probability, superposition etc.

   

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::  

 

4.B.4                Uncertainty principle  

 

  I .    The famous  Flip a  Coin  and uncertainty  

Two parts in the case of coin, 

The coin, does not play any deciding role in   

this ex. It is not even aware of its own 

existence. 

    In the same way that, 

I. different kind of gymnasts,   

             in gymnastic 

                   /  in opposite way of uncertainty and 

                   / without thinking to probability  



                      at all and 

                   / with deterministic position 

                        jumps up and after rotation in the air 

   lands by feet on the earth, as he or she   

                    / had been determined, or 

2. In sending a satellite for ex. to the moon, 
Researchers by mathematical etc. ac-

countings, 

Send a satellite with its all weight to 

the moon and land it on the moon 

      In the same way, 

               Can human being with some mathematical  

Accountings flip a coin and 

Land it on the earth  

not only without any Uncertainty, even 

decided and determined in  

 / this side 

 / that side or 

         / edge of the coin 



    Thereby, 

       This uncertainty and unpredictability  

    is for those who need this view, 

Otherwise again like the case of, gymnasts, and 

satellites with mathematical accounts, 

can coin without any doubt  land on the earth as it is 

decided and predicted by the person who use the 

coin. 

 In both of these examples, 

Starting point is not uncertainty unpredictability 

and probability 

Starting point  

           is  certainty predictability and determined 

                            for success. 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

II..    Logical Paradox of the uncertainty, 

 

    When somebody talks with “ certainty” about 

validity of “ uncertainty” and determine that,  



             uncertainty is a “ right view”, 

he or she, determines with certainty, that, 

Uncertainty is a right view. 

     This determining by certainty,  

 First of all  

negates uncertainty and probability and 

becomes a paradox which negates or 

falsifies   

   uncertainty, probability, and  

proves correctness of  

“ certainty, predictability 

            something  he or she rejects.. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

III.      Physical functional paradox of uncertainty  

     As it has been developed 

Except TAVDA property etc. having beings like 

           Human being, animals, birds .. 

Remainder of the universe do not have any TAVDA 



Or thinking, awareness, volition, deciding and 

acting properties and thereby 

This part of the universe 

/ can’t think, 

/ can’t become aware, 

/ has no volition, 

/ can’t decide, 

/ can’t act 

 And lastly, 

Main part of the universe is not aware of 

 Its own existence, 

Thereby, 

A. views like uncertainty, probabil-

ity, indeterminism, random etc. 

are not valid for this unaware 

universe 

both in micro and macro levels 

         At the same time, 

B. This unaware universe, 



is existing and functioning. This  

          / unaware existing and  

         / unaware functioning of the universe is , 

an undeniable prove for existence of a DCD er   

or decider, creator, developer Who, 

/ has constructed, 

/ given function and 

/ leads the universe ( except activities of 

TAVDA having beings). 

This DCDer is named in this study 

as MEP or the Main Essence and Property who is 

 100 % of all physics, chemistry, biology, 

 Mathematics, technology etc. 

      Non physical sciences. 

This being  100 % percent means absolute, 

Thereby, 

            In the absolute universe, 



 There is not any place for 

       Uncertainty, unpredictability, random etc. 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

IV.  Human being related to 

Uncertainty, unpredictability, randomness 

Based on this point that 

/ not only everybody even 

/ all humanity together are 

both intellectually and physically “ relative”, 

In this relativity, 

They can be certain or uncertain, 

They can think, predictable and unpredictable, 

They can be determinist or indeterminist 

They can base creation on randomness or 

determinism 

Etc. in their 

Intellectual WVLMSFTA and 



Physical WVLMSFTA etc. 

Thereby 

Uncertainty, unpredictability, randomness etc. 

Is related to human being. in both 

Micro and Macro levels of the universe 

There is not any place for 

uncertainty, probability, randomness etc. 

In this relativity 

According to this study, 

The way to go is 

Discovering WVLMSFTA etc. of every natural 

being 

And thinking, acting and living according to them. 

thereby, 

innovations no matter intellectual or physical 

are man made and not natural scientific. 

Result of this irrelevance is, 



Human physical, intellectual, social, environmental 

etc. 

Diseases and problems. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

4.B.5                           Irrelevance of  

   Uncertainty, probability, in-determinism 

        and  randomness to 

           Physical function of  particles and universe. 

As it has been developed 

Except TAVDA property having beings like 

           Human being, animals, birds .. 

Remainder of the universe do not have any TAVDA 

Or thinking, awareness, volition, deciding and 

acting properties and thereby 

This part of the universe 

Particles atoms, cells etc. 

  / can’t think, 



  / can’t become aware, 

  / has no volition, 

  / can’t decide, 

  / can’t act 

 And lastly, 

Main part of the universe is not aware of 

Its own existence, 

Thereby, 

views like uncertainty, probability, 

indeterminism, random etc. 

          are not valid for this unaware universe both 

              in micro and macro levels. 

     ( again uncertainty, probability,  indeterminism, . 

               Randomness are valid in the case of human 

               And other TAVDA having beings) 

         At the same time, 

This unaware universe, is existing and functioning. 

this  



/ unaware existing and  

/ unaware functioning , 

is an undeniable prove for existence of a  

DCDer , 

         Decider, creator, developer  Who, 

  / has constructed, 

  / given function and 

  / leads the universe ( except activities of TAVDA 

having beings). 

This DCDer is named in this study MEP or  

      the Main Essence and Property 

 Of the universe. 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

4.B. 6   Uncertainty – probability, randomness 

 Related to 

           The five different empirical realities 

 I.   Man made false empirical reality  



By man made WVLMSFTA etc. 

A.  Based on intellectual and physical 

relativity of 

Human and 

B. Based on all human 

   Intellectual, physical, social, environ-

mental problems and diseases like  

covid – 19 and problems in 2020 

         As result of man made false WVLMSFTA etc. 

 

This study names this reality as 

           Non – natural scientific reality and  

Thereby 

       False empirical reality. 

 

In this false empirical reality, 

     Researchers can be uncertain- take 

probabilities 

     And base their reasoning on random-

ness. 

 

          But this uncertainty, probability, randomness, 

is not valid for the main natural scien-

tific   empirical reality, 

       In which  

       The non physical essence WVLMSFTA etc. and 

       The non physical properties TAVDA & DCD 

            are absolute, 

      Thereby  

      Empirical reality created by them is 

  /  absolute certain  

  / without any probability, 



  / without any randomness etc. 

 

 II. Second empirical reality 

Development dynamic or 

  actual empirical reality 

 

        Man made empirical reality innovated by 

        Man made WVLMSFTA and TAVDA etc. 

  Is changed by the 

  Development dynamic as  

                       “ actual empirical reality”  

   Towards 

           The natural scientific reality. 

  Like case of man made empirical reality in 2020 

  In which  

   For avoiding man made damages,  

           some of researchers try to understand, 

Human body’s and nature’s     

WVLMSFTA , 

Foe following them and 

 Avoid man made WVLMSFTA etc.  

 

III.     Relative empirical reality, 

 

        Natural scientific reality without man made 

       WVLMSFTA etc. and empirical realities. 

 

  Development dynamic will leave behind present be-

hind present man made societies and will enter to the 

natural scientific societies 

  In which 

There will not be any man made  



                 WVMSFTA or  TAVDA and DCD. 

 

 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

  

 Based on human intellectual  

                      relativity ( NSR), 

  Understanding this NS reality will be “ relative .“. 

 

 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

 

 

 

Related to uncertainty, probability, randomness 

 

  / related to uncertainty, 

 Existence of the NS reality is absolute  

            Without any uncertainty 

 

/ related to probability,  

 

       Based on this point that  

   All activities of that part of the universe which has 

not TAVDA etc. for being any DCDer, 

                      are made by  

           Absolute TAVDA etc. of the universe, 

therefore   

                  there is not any place for probability. 

 

  / Randomness 

 As it has been developed 

a. TAVDA & DCDer and   

b. Constructor of the WVLMSFTA etc. of 



the  universe is an absolute being, 

    Thereby  

What happens is an absolute natural scientific act, 

   Thereby 

          There is not any place for randomness. 

    Hereby 

  If somebody searches for finding  

                   natural scientific answers, 

 her or his findings are “ relative “  

  Not, uncertain,  

                        not probable and 

             not random based. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

   

IV.  Natural scientific empirical reality 

 

This empirical reality of physical universe as 

    It is in reality without human intellectual and 

physical 

    ( WVLMSFTA etc. innovations. 

    This reality is  

     Converted form of the non physical WVLMSFTA 

etc. 

     Of the universe thoughts 

 With, absolute certainty 

 Without absolutely any probability 

 Without absolutely any randomness. 

        In which 

 There is no place for any  

            uncertainty, probability, randomness etc.  

  



 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

V.    MER or the Main Empirical reality 

            The Non physical natural scien-

tific  

                    empirical reality 

 

           is the non physical WVLMSFTA etc. of the 

universe 

      which has been existed before creation of 

the physical universe.  

Based of this point that MER is MEP’s non physical  

WVLMSFTA etc. of the known and un known 

 Parts of the universe, 

              is 100 % of all sciences by which 

the universe is constructed and functions, 

is an absolute being, thereby, 

there is not any place for 

uncertainty, probability, randomness in 

 ( its, her, his ) creation and reality. 

 

Related to determinism and indeterminism 

 

In this relation, natural scientific beings are two 

groups, 

 

1..   Creatures without TAVDA & DCD  and 

2.    Creatures with TAVDA & DCD. properties or 

       applications 

 

First group 

As it has been developed, first group, because of not 



having TAVDA & DCD, 

 / not only is not any DCDer,  

               / is not even aware of its own existence. 

DDer of this part of universe is MEP  

                          who is 

     Absolut TAVDA etc. of the universe 

 Who is the absolute DCDer, 

With absolute accuracy, absolute carefulness, and 

absolute exactness, 

without any place for uncertainty, 

Probability and randomness. 

 

  

This absoluteness 

     Means absolute determinism for this part of the 

 Universe. 

 

Second group 

 This group, human, animals, birds etc. 

Because of having TAVDA & DCD properties 

            Or applications, 

In their intellectual and physical relativity can they 

 Think, become aware, use volition property, 

make decision and act. 

Thereby, 

 Their activity area ( not outside that)  

is in - deterministic as it has been in all hu-

man history in which 

       all human nutrition, political, economic, social,  

             technological, environmental etc. ac-

tivities has been done by human being. 

   In this process, 



       MEP shows result of all human activities  

in  nutrition, political, economic, social, tech-

nological, environmental etc. diseases 

  and problems in human body, society and nature. 

  By this showing, MEP plays “ 

 Guiding leadership,  

                 not deciding or determining leadership. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

  

4. B.7                  Four forces 

 

There are four fundamental interactions known    

to exit. 

 The gravitational and electromagnetic 

interactions which produce significant long- range 

forces whose effects can be seen directly in everyday 

life. 

 The strong and weak interactions , 

which produce forces at minuscule, atomic distances 

and govern nuclear interactions.( Wikipedia) 

 

 No one of these four forces, has any of TAVDA 

   Properties for being able for doing 

something itself. 

At he same time, 

/  because of not having, thinking and aware-

ness properties. these forces at least are not aware of 

their own existence.  

         / They are only different “ Means “ for MEP in   

presenting ( its. her, his) own ideas to human being. 



 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

4.B.8       Different dimensions of the  

                       empirical reality 

 

 Related to Matter – non matter 

 

A. Non physical essence ( WVLMSTA etc.) 

      of every being, 

B. Physical body 

Essence Converted in that beings  

physical body for ex., WVLMSFTA etc. 

of quark,  atom, cell , universe 

converted  in physical, quark,  

     physical atom, physical cell, physical 

universe 

C. Non physical properties or applications 

by which 

Every being has its, her, his functions in 

the creation. 

D. MEP or the Main Essence and property of 

the universe who is DCDer or Decider, 

Creator, Developer of the universe. ( 

except activities of 

TAVDA having beings like human being 

). 

Thereby, 

     Claims that, the universe is consisted only of 

 Wave – particle, is wrong 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



 

 

4. B.9       Researcher or observer   

 

 

a. first of all existence of 

the whole universe, including observer which, 

      ( before he or she begins her or his observation) 

has been existed “ before “ observer 

becomes aware of her or his own existence, 

In addition, 

Observer’s five senses by which she or 

he get different physical signals, 

Is another undeniable reason for existence of 

Universe Outside the observer’s brain. 

Even brain of observer is another sign in falseness 

of the view that, 

the “ observer creates reality” 

 

Observer can innovate different things in micro 



Level like this “ double - slit “ both in theoretical 

and physical dimensions. 

These innovations are like other human innovations 

/  on the earth like, house, car, mobile and 

/ in the space like, black hole, singularity, big bang 

etc. 

all these innovations are 

/ random based which means 

/ baseless reasoning 

            / aimless reasoning 

as result of intellectual straying 

and going astray in the creation. 

 

        Based on this point that, 

 Human being and universe  

                     are natural scientific beings, 

       so long  



 /  studies are not based on 

   natural scientific WVLMSFTA etc.  

   and properties 

/ has not natural scientific aims and 

/ without any man made means,   

                   are not  

     “ main” natural scientific studies. 

 

b. relativity of not only  observer, even the whole 

humanity together, 

both physically and intellectually. 

I..  relativity related to the universe 

 

As it has been developed, 

The whole universe including human 

being in the birth time are not aware of 

their own existence. 

Constructor, function giver, leader of the 



Universe is MEP who is 

Sum of all nature’s main physics, 

chemistry, biological ,  mathematical, 

technological, etc.  

non physical  WVLMSFTA etc. and properties . 

MEP is 100 % of these laws  which means, 

Function of the universe is made 100 %, 

Without ay place for 

Superposition, uncertainty, probability, randomness 

etc. 

Again because, 

Every act in the universe, even it 

happens once in the history of creation, 

is made by MEP or absolute science, 

/ with absolute carefulness 

/ with  absolute accuracy 

/ with absolute exactness etc. 

 

II. Related to human being including observer. 



Because of being relative both intellectually and 

physically 

Superposition , Uncertainty, probability, randomness 

etc. 

Are valid for human being, but is not end of the line, 

III. It is the point for further studies 

on the universe which functions 

/ without any superposition, 

/ without any uncertainty, 

/ without any probability, 

/ without any randomness etc. 

Again because its constructor, function giver and 

leader 

Is Absolute natural sciences. 

IV: The most important point for further 

researches 

Is finding “ the “ Main”  natural scientific way of 

studies and leaving behind, present “ man made 

natural scientific studies. 

In the Main natural scientific universe 



Thinking, looking, talking, acting, living 

Are based on the main natural scientific 

WVLMSFTA etc. without any place for man made 

WVLMSFTA etc. with result of human life in 2020 

with Covid – 19, different, physical intellectual, 

social, environmental diseases and problems. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

Practicability 

of the view is 

existing, functioning but unaware universe 

In which 

/ huge number of  not discovered pre quark beings  

/ endless quarks, atoms, cells, human brain and 

the whole universe are functioning 

/ Without any human interference and 

/ without any man made means. 



Based on natural scientific WVLMSFTA etc. and 

properties. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

    4.B. 10     Choosing way of research and study 

 

  In the same way that, 

               the universe has been created and function  

, 

     from, not discovered pre particle universe, 

     to , particle, atom, cell, human brain and       the 

universe 

       without any man made WVLMSFTA etc., and 

In the same way that 

Universe functions without any human 

help or any man made means 

  In the same way, 

              the creation’s WVLMSFTA etc. 

 both physically and non – physically 

can natural scientifically be used and 

studied   

without any man made means  
      like this study 

thereby, 

       so long natural sciences among them physics, 

 use man made means for presentation of the uni-

verse, 

            is not , the creation‘s  

      @ natural scientific physics @ 

            which has created the universe, 



           without any man made means. 

 

      The sign @ , is related to this view that 

Every Natural being has many known 

and unknown dimensions in its, her, 

his essence ( WVLMSFTA etc.) and 

properties TAVDA and DCD dimen-

sions which 

Are different networks. They are to-

gether 

       

             @ general constructional network@.of  

                             the related being. 

( the second @ is used for  natural scientific net-

work co – relation with other natural beings 

For ex. WVLMSFTA etc.) 

Thereby, 

basing the study only on, for example mathematics, 

is nothing less than going astray in the study of the 

both micro and macro levels of the universe. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

       Practicability of this view 

is existence of the functioning universe, which  is 

created and functions without any human help

   and without 

any man made means. 

         Falsifying the view, 

falsifiers should prove that, 

mailto:network@.of


the universe, does not exists something which is im-

possible, because, the universe is existing, 

no matter , if some people, reject its existence or 

  accepts its existence. 

 

 

 

 

 

Three basic reasoning logical points 

 

Unimaginability 

 

establishing natural scientific societies in which 

People, think, talk, act and live Natural scientific 

without any man made intellectual and physical 

means, is unimaginable, but 

 Undeniability 

It is undeniable that, man made will, value, law, 

structure, function, technology, aim etc.are not natu-

ral scientific and thereby, Irrelevance 

 to human body nature and universe 

          which are natural scientific beings. 

  

 The only right way 

 

Result of this irrelevance, is, all human physical, 

intellectual, social, environmental diseases and dam-

ages. thereby  

       the only right way to go is choosing natural sci-

entific  



( WVLMSFTA etc. and by them doing natural scien-

tific  decisions etc.    

 

          

 

 

4.C.      From denying the Absolute to Evolution  

 

4. C. 1    Denying the existence of the Absolute  

4.C. 2     Denying the  “ affect “ of the 

               non-physical  being, from outside  

               the   matter in the matter.    

 

 4.C.3        Big Bang 

 4. C. 4      Gravity  

 4.C.5        Space time 

4.C.6         Matter, Energy 

4.C.7         E = mc2 

4.C. 8        Immediately creating something 

4.C.9         Two important points here are 

4.C.10        How does the universe created ? 

4.C.11        Is the universe, dynamic or static ? 

4.C.12        What about: The observer creates 

                         the reality? 

4.C.13       Evolution  

                     Natural Selection and DNA  

 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



 

 

 

 4.C.       From denying the Absolute to Evolution 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

4. C. 1      Denying the existence of the Absolute  

                in creation,  

                                    is a paradox which 

 

I. Falsifies the view of the rejecter, by, not being 

                       able to say, that  

        “ Absolutely, there is no Absolute”.   

                         thereby 

 

II. Verifies, existence of “ Absolute “ what  

                   the denier want to deny. 

                         thereby 

     in every case, there is  

              an Absolute, 

               No matter, 

If it is denied or verified. 

 

     :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 
4.C. 2     Denying the  “ affect “ of the 

               non-physical being,  

            from outside the matter in the matter.    

 



Three different practical, non physical thought’s  “af-

fect”  in physical beings, 

1. Human daily activities 

In which 

            a..  Non physical personality of every  

                              individual, 

            b.  by using non physical “ affecting property 

             c. affects in non physical essence or 

                              soft ware of 

                 different organs of the body, which 

     d.. affects in physical organs of the body 

           which leads to 

     e..  physical acts of, talking, going,                                                    

searching in laboratory etc. 

 in this way 

 non physical personality, by using non physical 

 affecting property, makes different physical ac-

tivities and thereby, proves that, 

       the claim that, 

 non physical being can’t affect, 

from outside the matter and make physical 

changes, 

 is wrong. 

 

2. Human innovations 

All human innovations, like, spoon, car, mobile 

etc. 

Are result of innovator’s non physical thoughts 

in related innovation in which 

    / Non physical personality of the innovator, 

    / materialize or physicalize,  

   / her or his  non physical ideas or thoughts 



about 

        aimed  “ innovation” in 

/ physical spoon, car, mobile etc. 

    Again in this way 

 Non physical personality, 

    From outside the matter, affects in the matter 

    And makes aimed innovation by 

     Giving physical body to her or his 

     Innovation ideas like 

    / idea of the spoon, car, mobile etc. 

  In 

   / physical spoon, physical car, physical mobile etc. 

  

  Thereby 

Proves that 

 The idea which claims that, 

 Non physical being can’t affect in the 

matter and change the matter, 

 Is a wrong view  

  

3. Universe and non physical Creator 

 

As it has been developed, 

Not only physical part of the creatures even 

their non physical essences ( WVLMSFTA etc.) 

or soft wares,( by which the creatures are con-

structed, 

 Don’t have TAVDA etc. and thereby 

1.  they are not even aware of their own ex-

istence ( except TAVDA having creatures 

like human) 

2. Because of matter’s “ not having “ 



TAVDA, 

It can never be any DCDer 

Now, 

              / The universe is existing, 

 / universe is functioning but 

/ the same universe is not aware of its 

existence 

   Nobody can natural scientifically deny 

    existence of, 

 A Being with TAVDA etc. 

 Who is DCDer of the universe 

Has constructed the universe and given 

Function to it. This being named in 

this study MEP. 

  
Practicability 

 of this view, is again 

          existing, functioning, but not aware universe. 

 
Falsification 
 Those who rejects existence of  

The  non physical MEP, they should prove that 

 There is not any universe, 

      Because, 

 If there is an functioning but unaware universe  

        It must have 

     / a  TAVDA who has constructed and given  

       function       

           To the universe  

    /  who is DCDer of the universe, 



Deniers natural scientifically, can never prove that 

 There is not any universe and thereby 

Can never natural scientifically falsify existence of 

         The MEP  

/ who has a “  pre - creation of the matter exist-

ence”  

/  Who is a non physical being, 

/ who has constructed and given function to the 

  matter 

                From outside the matter. 

  . 

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

 

 4.C.3  The Big Bang 

 

In the same way that, 

the human has innovated so many 

un- natural innovations on the earth, 

In the same way, 

some people, have innovated many 

un- natural innovations or un-natural interpretations, 

both on the earth and in the space, among them, 

the black hole, singularity and the big bang 

( with any physical and intellectual definition). 

    For becoming ( DCDer )  

                   Decider, Creator, Developer, 

the creatures should have, 

at least ( TAVDA)  thinking, awareness, volition, 

deciding and acting properties or applications, 

like the human . but 



the black hole, singularity, the big bang, have 

Neither TAVDA properties nor applications, 

Nor, seeing, hearing etc. properties. 

Is this right, believing in that 

the existing universe is made by 

these man-made things which, 

Absolutely can’t think, 

                                 Absolutely can’t be aware 

Absolutely can’t decide 

Absolutely can’t see anything, 

Absolutely can’t hear something, etc. 

In other words, 

The Universe is made by 

“ Absolute ignorance “ 

“absolute unawareness “ 

“ Absolute blindness “, 

“ Absolute deafness “, etc. 

Namely the big bang. 

 

)))))))))))))))))))))))))))((((((((((((((((((((((((( 

 

   

4. C. 4    Gravity   

Sun and earth related to the gravity power 

If the sun has gravity power and 

If it is stronger than the earth’s gravity power, 

1.    The famous Apple,  



Should not fall down rather, 

It should move upwards towards the Sun and 

II.    It should not be any move, downwards , 

         All moves inside the atom, cell, and the whole 

universe around the sun, should be towards the sun 

among endless others, move of apple tree’s “ roots” 

downwards inside the earth. This move of “ roots 

downwards, 

        Negates both, existence of gravity power,  

                    in the earth and in the sun 

Very short, 

When the Sun   

          can’t attract an apple with almost    

                         zero weight, 

           can never attract, the earth with  

                unaccountable weight. 

                     (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((())))))))) 

There are those who say, 

The cause that apple does no move towards the sun 

is, vacuum between the earth and sun, But 



 If there is a such vacuum for the apple,  

 it should be valid for the earth too. 

Namely the vacuum 

should stop, gravity between sun and earth too. 

                     (((((((((())))))))))(((((((((()))))))) 

 

4.C.5   Space time 

What is time ? 

In this study, 

/ time is related to the “ matter “ thereby 

    without matter, 

               there is not any “ Matter related time. 

   ( there is another, not matter related time for  

      human Non physical societies)  

/ time has not any physical body 

/ time has not any of TAVDA , 

or thinking, awareness, volition, deciding, acting 

properties thereby 

/ time is not any DCDer or decider, creator, devel-

oper etc.in creation and in the function of the uni-

verse. 



(((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

According to this study 

time is only a property among other properties, for 

the human . for determining, 

the start of every act or move, its duration and its 

end ( if the process has ended). For example, 

Sending satellites etc., time is used for, 

 starting time, duration time and landing time in a 

special point like the Moon. 

The Time, 

Neither is an “ affecting” property 

              Nor has an “ affecting “ property, 

For affecting in other things like space, and changing 

its three dimensions to four dimensions. 

(((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

4.C.6   Matter, Energy 

 

It is said that 

/ the matter is nothing but an illusion 

/ scientists began to recognize that 

everything in the universe is made out of energy. 



 

In this study 

Related to matter and non-matter, 

The Universe consists of the following 

“facts” or realities 

1. The Non-physical, MEP or the Main 

(WVLMSFTA etc.) of the universe, 

2.     The Non-physical 

Natural Scientific ( WVLMSFTA etc.) of the uni-

verse, 

3.     The Non-physical Properties of the creatures 

like TAVDA in the case of the human and 

4.     The Physical Natural Scientific Universe. 

Thereby, 

matter is not an illusion, matter is a 

touchable fact and reality, 

From 

Zero matter or the thought of physical matter, 

To 

the not discovered pre-quark beings, and the human 

( these not discovered beings are inside 

Zero matter and the whole universe ) and 

                      To 

the atom, cell and the whole universe. 

 

I..    If we accept that the human being  

        has,   among others, five senses, 

we can’t negate the existence of the matter 

and claim that 

the matter is an illusion 

because the functional usage of senses is related 

                          to the matter and physical universe. 



 

II..   Even in the case of “energy, as a property” 

        and thereby, as a non-physical being 

Energy is the property of something physical, for ex-

ample, sun energy, is energy converted from the 

physical sun, Petroleum energy is converted from 

physical petroleum etc. claiming that 

everything in the universe is made out of energy 

is another illusion from those with this view. 

 

 III. Physical Energy 

 Even taking physical energy, as 

DCDer of the universe, 

is another mistake, because, energy is a “functional 

“property for doing something. This functional 

property, 

has not any TAVDA and thereby, Can never 

be any DCDer and thereby, it can’t be said 

that 

everything in the universe is made out of energy. 

 

Energy neither “ is an “ affecting property “ 

Nor “ has “ any affecting property, 

Thereby, 

Energy itself 

Never has been the cause of any act 

               Nor any change in the universe. 

 
A.  Related to the human being , 

Energy is used by the human being for different ac-

tivities and 

                    B.  Related to the universe, 



matter and energy are the materialized form of their 

non-physical ( WVLMSFTA etc.), which are 

a copy of the main essence or (WVLMSFTA etc.). 

The Creator as an Absolute non-physical thought 

who 

constructs and gives function to the universe thereby, 

the function giver of physical energy is MEP. 

the non-physical WVLMSFTA etc. and the non-

physical property 

of the physical energy, at the same time, the essence 

and property 

of the matter is a copy of the Main Essence and 

Property. 

In addition, 

even physical energy is converted, 

a form of the “ non-physical energy”, 

to a physical form of energy. 

At the last hand 

it is the Absolute Thought or Intellect, who is 

the Main Acting Source ( Not energy ) of the  

Universe. 

The practicability of this view, 

is the existing, functioning , but unaware Universe 

 
))))))))))))))))))))))))))((((((((((((((((((((((( 

(((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

 

 4.C.7   E = mc2 

 

This point is taken here, in relation to those who 



directly or indirectly, take the energy, mass, mat-

ter 

as DCDer or Decider, Creator, Developer. 

No one of E, M, C , 2 including their“ 

Neither is, 

Nor has, 

/ any thinking property, 

/ any understanding property, 

/ any awareness property, 

/ any decision making property 

/ any acting property etc. 

any properties which are needed for or being an act-

ing individual 

thereby, 

no one of E, M, C, 2, including their  “ = “ 

with whatsoever definition, 

not only is not and all together, 

are not, any DCDer in the function of the universe, 

even, they are not aware of their existence. 

Based on this point that, 

the universe is existing and functioning but both 

/ the universe in its general form and 

/ E,M,C,2, in its energy producing formula, 

are not aware of their existence, 

There must be a DCDer behind the functioning 

 universe, 

a DCDer, who is 

the MEP, the Main Essence and Property of the 

 universe.   

 

 

 



((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))) 

 

Energy itself 
(because of not having any TAVDA and 

DCD properties) 

never has been the cause of any 

change in the universe. 

 
((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))((((((((((((((((((())))))))) 

 

 

 

 
4.C. 8  Immediately creating something 

 

An example, 

In the case of talker – hearer, 

In the same way that 

the non-physical thought of the talker is 

converted immediately to the physical voice, 

In the same way, 

the MEP who has given 

the“ materializing” property to the human, 

 

“ as the absolute and Main thought materializer”  

 

, materializes ( its, her, his) thoughts immediately in 

different creatures. 

For example, 

the will of creating  

      an atom, cell, brain  is = immediately the  



                      physical creation of  

an atom, cell, brain etc. 

 

    (((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))(((((((((((((()))))))))))))) 

 

 

4.C.9    Two important points here are 

 

          I. How the universe is existing and 

                         functioning,   

                but is not aware of its own existence ? 

it’s like a computer or any man-made installation 

which is functioning but is not aware of its own ex-

istence. 

 

II. Related to the MEP leading universe but 

( itself, herself, himself) has not any movement. 

 

     A.…………………………………………Z 

 

Giving movement and leading, but itself, herself or 

himself doesn’t have any movement 

 

1.   The    A.  …………………… Z  is without any 

change, but 

2.   If somebody, begins from point A and continues 

to point Z, 

her or his eyes, head etc will move, meanwhile,  

                      that A…. Z has not any movement, 

                                         But 

It gives movement to people’s eyes and heads. 

It is the same in the Creation, 



The MEP as the Main Essence (WVLMSFTA etc.) 

and 

property ( application) of the universe, 

is the      A …………….. Z       of the universe, 

despite having no movement, but gives movement to 

the matter and universe. 

 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

4.C.10    How does the universe created ? 

First an example on thought – Matter co – relation-

ship 

Look at the following picture 



 
 

1. In the first step, 

   Non physical thoughts about four unknown things 

 

2.  in the second step, this shows the thoughts by 

Materializing or converting  in the text by their 



names. 

3. in the third step by 

Materializing or converting them in pictures 

4.      in the fourth step 

        the thoughts are converted in the  

       physical created form. 

In this process, 

in the same way that 

unknown thoughts become " known" 

         by different materializations or convertings 

in the same way, 

we can go the opposite way and begin with step four 

namely the physical universe in which 

the creatures can be shown in pictures and films 

the creatures names are written in text and ultimately 

the creatures' creational thoughts, 

their essence ( WVLIMSFTAC etc.) 

 

Process of 1 – 4 is the materialization process of 

innovation by the human and Creation by the Creator 

and 

Process of 4 – 1  is the thought - ization process 

of man-made innovations and the creation's crea-

tures. 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( 

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))

))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

 

 

 

 



Again how is the universe created?, 

I.. According to this study The non-physical MEP , 

       or the Main Essence and Property 

by its , her, his own  

  “ Materialization property” ( converting, non-

physical thoughts to the physical body) 

the MEP gives the physical body  

 to (its, her, his) own different non-physical thoughts,        

like the thought of the atom, cell, human brain etc. 

this physicalized reality is the natural scientific em-

pirical reality ( the 4th empirical reality, among the 

five empirical realities). 

This means that, 

the MEP as the Absolute Thought or Intellect 

has given the physical body to the non-physical 

WVLMSFTA etc. of every creature by 

using his, hers, its own  

       “ materialization property,”      

             which is the main materializing property, 

II..  At the same time, 

the MEP has given different properties to the human 

,among them the MFP or Matter Feeling Property to 

the human, by which 



the human can “ feel “ non-physical thoughts in their 

physical forms. 

In this way, 

the MEP, materializes those parts of creation 

which, 

/ Either the human is active in or 

/ the MEP will make  

Its, her, his thoughts more touchable for the human. 

 

How does this converting or 

materialization  

happen? 

For explaining the answer, this study takes, 

A. First the human being and 

B. Thereafter the human “ materializing” or  

   converting property. 

         ((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

A. the human brain, 

the human brain is constructed by the non-physical 



essence (WVLMSFTA etc.) or bio. software and 

functions by the non-physical properties or bio. ap-

plications, One important point here is this point 

that,  

Neither the physical brain, 

 Nor the non-physical essence and properties, are 

          the user of the brain, It is rather, the non-

physical Personality of everybody. when somebody 

thinks, 

It is not the physical brain which thinks, 

It is rather the non-physical Personality who uses 

the thinking property and thinks. Again physical 

brain is not even aware about its existence  

((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

Thereafter  

B. the human “ materializing or converting 

property, For finding how the creation is cre-

ated, in the second part, this study takes the 

materializing property in every person’s 

body.For example, 

the talker – the hearer 

As developed in point A, When somebody thinks, 

It is not the physical brain, 



It is not the non-physical essence or bio software, 

It is not even the thinking property, which wills the 

            brain to think, 

It is rather, everybody’s Personality who wills and 

uses the thinking property. 

The physical brain has only an “una-

ware” function in 

             all its activities. 

An example, in the case of the human, 

The talker – the hearer converting the properties 

or materializing application, 

Somebody or some personality, 

Thinks about for example, “ inviting “ her or his 

friend by saying, 

“You are welcome to come to me whenever you 

have time,” 

This inviting thought, 

Neither is a physical part of the brain, 

Nor is essence of the brain, 

Not even any non-physical property of the brain, 



It is “ a thought “ made by 

the non-physical Personality of the inviter, by using 

the non-physical thinking property. 

The process of materialization or converting 

by the non-physical converting property, 

A. The talker, 

The brain of the talker converts or materializes her or 

his thought into the physical voice by saying,“ I in-

vite you “  

( it should be mentioned here that the brain convert-

ing property is the voice. (All are converted 

thoughts) 

B. The hearer, 

the hearer hears the physical voice of the invitation 

and thereafter converts the physical voice to his or 

her own non-physical content by using the thought - 

ization property, namely the invitation, “I invite you 

“… 

Related to this, how is the creation created ? 

           In the same way that, 

By the non-physical materializing or converting 

property, 

the human brain converts the non-physical thought 



to the physical sound namely, the voice, 

               In the same way, 

The MEP as, the “ converting property giver” to the 

human, and as the Main Converter, 

converts, (its, her, his) own thoughts to the physical 

bodies, For example, the thought ( software ) of 

the atom, cell, brain and universe are converted 

to the physical atom, cell, brain and universe. 

)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( 

((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

The practicability of this view 

In the same way that, 

all human activities are  

           “ thought materializing processes “, 

In the same way, 

all universe activities are materializing processes of 

thoughts, and all natural creatures, are their material-

ized forms. Again for example, 

the atom, cell and brain are materialized or converted 

forms of the thoughts of atom, cell and brain etc. 

What about these huge “ processes of activities” 

and the point that 



the MEP has no movement at all ? 

Again the Creator is 

A………………to …………….Z 

All the essence and properties of the universe, 

1. Because of being non-physical, the Creator 

has 

 no movement and 

2. Because of being 100 % of the universe sciences, 

The Creator has absolute, intellect, absolute material-

izing property etc. 

 Its, her, his “ will “ is = the creation of the aimed 

creatures. 

 Again 

                        in the same way that, 

in the case of the talker, hearer, the inviting thought 

becomes materialized in the physical voice, 

by the talker’s “ materializing” property 

In the same way, 

The MEP’s thought about the creatures becomes ma-

terialized in the physical creatures. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



 
 

4.C.11   Is the universe, dynamic or static ? 

         I.   Beings without TAVDA etc. properties 

         II. Creatures with TAVDA etc. 

         III.. MEP or absolute TAVDA etc. 

 

The existing known universe is perhaps at the Zero 

level of the absolute thought, 

thereby the human known universe is expanding and 

is dynamic. It is the same for the human, 

In this study, 

the creation aim of the human is her, his, 

intellectual, social and universe development, 

towards 

relative all knowerness, by learning and knowing 

her or his own body and the universe. 

 

Why relative all knowerness?  

because, the human, both intellectually and socially,  

is “relative”, thereby, she and he and all humanity to-

gether, never can be perfect. 

 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

 

4.C.12                What about: 

               The observer creates the reality? 

 

/ As it has been mentioned before, when the human   



thinking and awareness properties started to func-

tion, 

the whole universe, including the human, were exist-

ing, thereby 

 

/   saying that the observer creates the reality is 

wrong 

           ( the observer can create only the man-made  

            false empirical reality.) 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

The human being as related to the five different 

empirical realities, 

 

    Five different empirical realities 

 

1.   False empirical reality 

      

The existing societies with un - natural  

(WVLMSFTA etc.) 

/ but people more and more are thinking of 

getting a healthy life for themselves and for nature 

too, 

/ by using human intellectual development dynamics 

and unnatural innovations more and more will be 

replaced with natural ones. 

 

Now if we relate to this view 

the observer creates the reality , 

to the five empirical realities, the results will be, 

 



Related to the MER, it has existed even before eve-

rybody’s creation, 

Related to the NS empirical reality, 

this one too has existed before everybody’s creation,  

Related to the Relative empirical reality, this is 

what the human understands from 

 his or her own body, nature and the universe. In this 

reality, there are those who change the empirical re-

ality of the human and nature and 

Because of the human “intellectual relativity,“ 

all her or his views are “ relative “ thereby 

they can be even up to 100 % wrong. 

Related to the actual empirical reality, 

In this case, 

this reality’s “ development dynamic”, 

changes the observer’s or others’ wrong views and 

replaces them with natural scientific ones, 

Related to the false empirical reality, 

this is the second empirical reality which is 

innovated and created by the human as observer, so-

cial researcher or as an ordinary person. 

At the last hand, 

The observer’s innovations and creations, because 

of 

not being compatible with the MER and NS empiri-

cal realities are wrong and will be changed by the 

actual empirical reality or development dynamic 

and will be replaced by natural scientific ones.  

                                 Thereby, 

If the observer does not try to know and understand 



and follow the related natural being’s WVLMSFTC 

etc. he or she as an observer will go a wrong way 

          Thereby the view that  

                        the observer creates reality,  

                        is wrong from the beginning, 

because, going one’s own way, (the observer’s way), 

is not the human body’s, nature’s and the universe’s 

way, 

it is the wrong way 

with the related damages as a result of this irrele-

vance, 

like all the human intellectual, physical social, envi-

ronmental and damaging diseases, etc. 

 

2.  The actual empirical reality or development 

     dynamic, 

This reality is a “development dynamic” which 

changes all man-made unnatural innovations and re-

places them   with natural ones. 

3.  The relative empirical reality, 

 

       This is the reality that the human 

         / understands from the human body, nature and  

           the universe or 

          / he or she innovates and makes herself or 

himself like all human and natural innovations, what 

        we see in our societies and in the world today 

etc. 

 

4.  The natural scientific physical empirical reality, 

     This is the part of the MER which has material-

ized or 



      has been given the physical body by the MEP  

thought, the MEP’s Materialization Property. 

      This has existed before the human birth as well. 

 

5.    The MER or the Main Empirical Reality, 

       Related to the MER, this non-physical empiri-

cal reality, it was existing before both the human and 

the Universe were created. 

 

 

     )))))))))))))))))))))))(((((((((((((((((((((((((   

 

 

4.C.13                   Evolution  
                     Natural Selection and DNA  

 

with all respect and greetings to Charles Darwin who 

had spent his life studying the Creation and its con-

struction  and function. 

Darwin as a " human being " was " relative" 

like every other human being and the whole of hu-

manity together. In this relativity, 

his views were " relative” as well and in this relativ-

ity, 

there were points which, according to this study, 

are not " natural scientifically" right, like "Evolu-

tion." 

Natural Selection, 

According to the Encyclopedia Britannica, 

 

….Process that results in the adoption of an organ-



ism to its environment, by means of selectively re-

producing changes in its genotype, or genetic consti-

tution. 

 

According to the National Geographic, 

….Natural selection can lead to speciation, where 

one species gives rise to a new and distinctly differ-

ent species. ( the above mentioned points are through 

internet and are about seeking natural  selection.) 

 

According to this study 

I.    Related to Matter – Inorganic Based on 

this point that the matter is not aware of its own ex-

istence and thereby has not any DCDer position in 

the universe. 

 

a. Not only matter has not created itself even 

b. the matter as an " inorganic being" 

   can never create any of the organic creatures men-

tioned above. But the existence of the functioning 

universe, 

is undeniable proof for the existence of the MEP or 

the Creator who has constructed and given function 

to every natural creature and the whole universe. 

 

Hereby 

Evolution is not a process 

of Matter and Essence ( WVLMSFTA etc.) 

, nor of the matter 

by which matter is constructed and functions 

in the form of different creatures. 

Both physical matter and non-physical essence are 



only 

two means by which the Creator visualizes his or her 

own ideas, both 

in physical and non-physical forms. 

 

2..  Related to the living organic creatures 

 

 

2A      DNA Deoxyribonucleic Acid 

 

Deoxyribonucleic Acid 

 

has not any TAVDA properties for 

being at least aware of its existence, or any DCD for 

being any decider, thereby, 

DNA is only a “ means “ for 

the MEP as the Main Essence and Property of the 

Universe as Decider, Creator, and Developer 

of the universe. 

2B    Species 

             ………. 

 

          Inorganics 

              ……….. 

                 \ plants 

                   \insects 

                    \ birds 

                      \ animals 

                       \ human being 

All of them, including the human being, (at the time 

of his or her birth), are not aware of their existence, 

thereby 



they have not any DCDer position in the creation 

of new species. 

they are the different means for the MEP in the uni-

verse’s function. 

 

Natural selection 

Again the physical nature, without TAVDA and 

DCDer properties like the human being does not 

play any decider role in its function thereby, 

nature has not any selection position in the nature it-

self. 

 

In the case of birds and animals 

They migrate in different seasons to different places, 

thereby, 

The nature does not select for them where they 

should live. rather, the opposite, 

              birds and animals select where they can 

live. 

 

The practicability of this view 

An example is the whole existing universe which 

is all the time functioning and practicing but 

              is not aware of its own existence. 

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary :   

              Part three, Chapter four   

the Universe View 

In 

the “ Matter Felling Property” Physics 

)))))))))))))))))))))))((((((((((((((()))))))))))))((((((((((((( 

 

 

Part three  

 

I.  Nothing point – Something point 

 

Based on this point that, 

the physical universe, including the human ( before 

her or his thinking and awareness properties start to 

function) are existing and functioning, but they are 

not aware of their existence. Their existence and 

function is an undeniable proof for the existence of a 

       / non-physical 

       / not created 

       / before the physical universe existed Being 



who is the Constructor and Function Giver to the un-

aware universe, Who 

is the MEP , the Main Essence (WVLMSFTA etc.) 

and Property of the universe. 

 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

    II.         Matter and Non-Matter Essence 

                        related to TAVDA 

 

Matter, essence and the whole universe related to 

TAVDA, The thinking, awareness, volition, decid-

ing, acting properties 

Neither matter 

nor the essence of the universe has TAVDA and 

Thereby, they are not aware of their own existence, 

hereby, 

           They can never be any DCDer and play a 

deciding role. Both of them are two means for the 

MEP in the construction of the universe. 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::: 

     

III..      Time's Logic and its Development 

  

Past – present – future 

 



 

One of the dimensions of time is its division into : 

past – present - future 

In this Logic 

Always the present is the future of the past 

And the future is the coming present this means that,  

The present societies are 

Neither past Nor future societies. 

 

This development will continue until the human en-

ters into 

the post-democratic herself and himself chosen 

non-physical essence and property society 

                           without 

any man-made things, neither physical nor intel-

lectual means. 

in which 

there will not be any matter-related time. 

 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

  

 

IV. The “Main “ Natural sciences and 

The “ Main”  natural scientific studies 

 

The whole universe including particles, are created 

c. Without any human help and 

d. Without any man made innovated means, 

  

 thereby 

  

   So long studies, are not  



 / without man made WVLMSFTA 

etc.  

                and 

 / without man made means, 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 ( here aim of two withouts is not 

      Without human engagement, 

 It is rather, 

  Human interference, in  

      “ natural scientific function  

       of the natural beings by        

/ man made ( WVLMSFTA etc. and 

/ man made means among others 

   Like Double - slit experiment. 

  Otherwise, human being take part in 

  Searches and studies). 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

      They are not “ Main”  natural scientific studies, 

      they are  

                 1.. “ Human understood” natural sciences 

                       and because of human intellectual  

                                   relativity, 

                 2.. They are relative views. 

 

 (((((((())))))))))))(((((((()))))))))) 

 

 

 

Practicability  

of these views, is 



       Existing, functioning but unaware universe. 

 

                    (((((((((())))))))))((((((())))))))) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Three evaluation points 

   

     Three evaluation points 

 

     Unimaginability 

              Living behind present man made societies 

and 

    Thinking, talking, looking, acting, 

living 

Natural scientifically, without any man made    in-

tellectual and physical WVLMSFTA etc. 

 is unimaginable but  

  Undeniability  

           This is undeniable that man made intellec-

tual and physical WVLMSFTA etc. are not natural 

scientific and result of this un – natural scientifi-

cally is 

All human intellectual, physical, social, environ-

mental 

Etc. diseases and problems. 

 

    The only way 

 Based on undeniability , the only way 



is 

        the main natural scientific WVLMSFTA etc. 

        and property way to go.  

              

 

             (((((((((((())))))))((((((((((()))))))))))) 

      ))))))))))))))))((((((((()))))))))))((((((((((((((((((((( 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Summary related to 4. A   

 

 thought – Matter 

  

 

I.    What does the Universe consist of ? 

Related to Non-Matter and Matter 

As it has been shown ( related to the matter and non 

–matter) in the following picture consisting parts of 

the human body and the Universe are, 

1. The Non-Physical MEP or the Main Essence 

and Property or the 

Creator who is the absolute natural science of 

the universe. 

    2..   The Non-physical essence WVLMSFTA etc. 

                                     or 



software of the creatures and the universe by 

which all natural creatures are constructed  

     3..  The Non-Physical properties (applications )  

            by which 

natural creatures have their different functions. 

      4..  The Physical Universe , etc. ( etc. is for be-

ings which are existing and human is not aware of 

them ) 

thereby, the views like 

these views that at the last hand, the 

universe consists of only matter  or 

only energy, are not right. 

 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

 

II.     MFPP or Matter Feeling Property physics 

 

        Existential cause of the “ Matter “ is  

         MFP or matter feeling property. 

In the same way that, 

     By seeing property, human can se, 

     By talking property talk etc. 

In the same way  

     By MFP , we can feel, non physical thoughts in 

     Their physical forms like, 

         Non physical essence ( WVLMSFTA etc. of 

         Quark, atom, cell, tree etc. in their physical 

forms like 

         Physical, quark, physical atom, physical cell, 

         Physical tree etc. 



 Without this MFP, the atom, cell, human, and uni-

verse, 

  Will exist only in the form of non physical thoughts 

of WVLMSFTA etc. and their functional properties 

in form of thoughts. 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

III.      MFP mechanics, in the MFP physics, 

                     is based on 

        having TAVDA for becoming DCDer or having 

thinking, awareness, volition, deciding, acting  prop-

erties for being able to be a Decider, Creator, Devel-

oper. 

In this relationship, the natural creatures are two 

groups, 

1. Creatures with TAVDA, 

This group, can think, decide and act, 

This group can be DCDer in their “creation given” 

level. 

2.  Creatures without TAVDA 

this group, can’t think, can’t decide, can’t act, 

thereby they are not   any DCDer in the con-

struction and function of the universe. 



Thereby, 

    Their function is deterministic lead by 

     The MEP or the Main and  absolute TAVDA 

etc. 

  

            (((((((((((())))))))((((((((((()))))))))))) 

  

 

Summary Related to  4. B 

 

 

        So long researcher’s studies and human life 

        Is not without any man made means, 

 They are not “ main natural scientific”. 

I.                 Logical paradox  

             Of the  Uncertainty principle  

    When somebody talks with “ certainty” about  

          validity of “ uncertainty” and determine that,  

             uncertainty is a “ right view”, 

he or she, determines with certainty, that, 

 Uncertainty is a right view. 



     This determining by certainty,  

 First of all  

negates uncertainty and probability and 

becomes a paradox which negates or 

falsifies   uncertainty, probability, and  

proves correctness of  

            “ certainty, predictability 

            something  he or she rejects.. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

    II.       Researcher or observer related to 

 uncertainty, superposition,  

                      probability, Randomness. 

 

            A.  Related to beings without TAVDA 

These beings which are main part of 

the universe, are not aware of their own 

existence and 

         Thereby, 

They are not aware of any uncertainty, 

superposition, probability, randomness 

etc. 

          Thereby 



This part of universe has nothing to do    

with 

Uncertainty, superposition, probability, 

randomness etc. 

B. Related to human being 

                  / because of having TAVDA properties, 

           Is human being aware of her and his and 

Universe’s existence 

  But 

/ because of being both intellectually  

   and physically “ relative” 

   these mentioned four points are valid 

   in the case of human being. 

       But  

Despite this validity of four points in 

the     case of human being, 

Universe, functions, 

        /Without any uncertainty, 

        / without any superposition, 

        / without any probability, 

       / without any randomness, 

       Because, 

 The DCDer of the universe is MEP as 

                            / Absolute thought or intellect with  

      / Absolute TAVDA with 

      / absolute accuracy, 

      / Absolute perfectness etc. 

     C.       the way to go, is, 

 Choosing research way of 

                   “ Main “ natural scientific way, studies, 

          Without, 

 / any man made  



                        non physical WVLMSFTA etc. and 

/ physical innovations. 

          as universe is created and functions. 

    In this way  

           There will  not be any, 

                 Uncertainty, superposition, probability, 

Randomness etc. in the main natural 

scientific universe. 

 

             (((((((((((())))))))((((((((((()))))))))))) 

      ))))))))))))))))((((((((()))))))))))((((((((((((((((((((( 

 

 

Summary related to 4 C 

 

1      Denying the existence of the Absolute  

                 in creation, is a paradox which 

 

A. Falsifies  

               the view of the rejecter, by, 

Absolutely not being able to say, that 

Absolutely, there is  no Absolute. 

 

         B.   Verifies,  

                             What  the denier rejects namely  

                         verifies  existences of  “Absolute”.  

Which means, in every case, there is an Absolute, 

No matter, 

If it is denied or verified. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



 

II..      Denying the  “ affect “ of the non-physical  

              being, from outside the matter in the 

matter.    

 

     All human physical activities are, result of related  

     Thoughts, for ex.  

        / being on the way  to school  

          is result of non physical thought of school 

going. 

        / calling some one, 

           Is result of “ thought of calling someone. 

        / innovating, car, mobile, etc. 

Are result of their “ innovation thoughts. 

In addition as it is developed, 

 Every physical act by brain, 

Is result of five different non physical acts. 

Thereby, 

       The idea that “ non physical” can’t affect in 

        the matter, from outside, is wrong. 

  

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

III..  The Big Bang 

 

In the same way that, 

the human has innovated so many 

un- natural innovations on the earth, 

In the same way, 

some people, have innovated many 

un- natural innovations or 

 un-natural interpretations, 



both on the earth and in the space, among them, 

the black hole, singularity and the big bang 

( with any physical and intellectual definition). 

    For becoming ( DCDer )  

                       Decider, Creator, Developer, 

the creatures should have, 

at least ( TAVDA)  thinking, awareness, volition, 

deciding and acting properties or applications, 

like the human . but 

the black hole, singularity, the big bang, have 

Neither TAVDA properties nor applications, 

Nor, seeing, hearing etc. properties. 

Is this right, believing in that 

the existing universe is made by 

these man-made things which, 

Absolutely can’t think, 

                                 Absolutely can’t be aware 

Absolutely can’t decide 

Absolutely can’t see anything, 

Absolutely can’t hear something, etc. 

In other words, 

The Universe is made by 

“ Absolute ignorance “ 

“absolute unawareness “ 

“ Absolute blindness “, 

“ Absolute deafness “, etc. 

Namely the big bang. 

 

 ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

 

  IV.    Gravity ,  Space time 



                   Mater – Energy 

           Evolution - DNA etc. 

          It is the same with  

Gravity, space time 

Matter – Energy, 

They don’t have any TAVDA properties for 

being a DCDer. Again 

 not only  

 they are not any DCDer in function of the universe, 

           they are not even aware of their existence. 

They are only two means for the MEP or the creator 

for presenting own ideas to the human being. 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Practicability of the views is 

Existing, functioning but unaware universe. 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Three evaluation points 

 

     Unimaginability 



              Living behind present man made societies 

and 

    Thinking, talking, looking, acting, 

living 

Natural scientifically, without any man made    in-

tellectual and physical WVLMSFTA etc. 

 is unimaginable but  

  Undeniability  

           This is undeniable that man made intellec-

tual and physical WVLMSFTA etc. are not natural 

scientific and result of this un – natural scientifi-

cally is 

All human intellectual, physical, social, environ-

mental 

Etc. diseases and problems. 

 

    The only way 

 Based on undenyability , the only way 

is 

        the main natural scientific WVLMSFTA etc. 

        and property way. 

 

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::  

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

              :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

   

 

 You are welcome, by sending your views to  

                the  following address 

  

www.futuresocieties.net 

           

info@futuresocieties.net 

      

universeview@futuresocieties.net 

  

 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

   
 


